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"If opportunity doesn't knock, build a door."
Milton Berle

Happy New Year!
Edition #10 of the Baldwin & Clarke Journal is here! Our e-newsletter is an effort to share valuable
thoughts and information across a wide spectrum of financial and business-oriented topics.
As always, we appreciate your readership and sincerely hope you enjoy!

B&C Podcast: Sean Clarke on NH Today
Sean Clarke rings in the New Year with his thoughts on the catalysts behind “Trumph Effect,” his early
2017 market outlook and why entrepreneurs may want to check out B&C’s new Client Discovery Matrix.

Click here to listen to the podcast

B&C Blog: Why You Must Audit Your Life Insurance Policies
Your grandparents may have purchased a
permanent life policy, put it in a drawer and
forgotten about it—and that might have been
okay—but today’s life insurance policies are
complex financial instruments and need to be
monitored like any other asset in your portfolio.
A permanent life insurance policy can be one of
your most important financial assets and you
want it to be there for your beneficiaries when
it’s needed the most, or perhaps for your own
retirement, if you purchased a cash
accumulation contract. The best surprise is no
surprise and a life insurance policy surprise is almost never good. A policy audit can tell you if your
policy is in trouble or headed for it, and what corrective action may be possible.
Read More.

Exit Planning: Knowing Business Value is a Very Good Place to
Start

As a firm that provides exit and succession planning to
business owners, we have a unique view into this
transitional process that has many layers and
complexities to it. One of the many important aspects of
this planning is establishing a value of your business. We
consider knowing the value of your business today to be a
strategic imperative, whether you plan to leave your
business tomorrow or years from now. While formal
valuation may be necessary to accomplish certain
specific objectives (i.e. gifting, employment related
transfers, sale, etc.), there are many times where an
informal valuation or estimate of value will be sufficient
and an important starting point to help establish a
benchmark for your planning (in addition to better
informing your strategic thinking). The following article
discusses in detail why understanding your company’s
value is so crucial to a business owner.

Click here to read the full article.

Check out the Chart: Asset class returns in 2016
Here is a real quick visual at how different areas of the market performed last year courtesy of JP
Morgan.

Last Word: B&C Discovery Matrix
In signing off, we thought we would
share a new diagnostic tool we recently
developed called the B&C Discovery
Matrix to help entrepreneurs and
professionals visualize (as well as
prioritize) key business and personal
planning topics that are of particular
importance to them. We have been
pounding the drum that integrating
business and personal planning
strategies is the most efficient route to
take and we hope this simple tool can
serve as a catalyst to get the planning
process started. If you would like to chat
about our Discovery tool or learn more
about how we can help from our integrated approach, we are here and ready to talk!

Click here to view full size PDF
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Please note: This communication shall not constitute a recommendation to buy or sell specific securities. All information is intended
for the purpose of education only. For personal recommendations or to discuss how this information would apply to your portfolio,
please contact your financial advisor directly. Baldwin & Clarke Advisory Services, Inc. is registered as an Investment Adviser with
the Securities and Exchange Commission. Information about the firm is available by calling the office or accessing the SEC's
website.
In Baldwin & Clarke Corporate Finance, Inc. engagements where a registered broker / dealer is required, transactions are executed
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is a member of FINRA / SIPC.
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